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קמא סעיף אסימן   

Is one allowed to lean on a bima1? 

The Mechaber paskens that the baal koreh must 

stand for Kriyas HaTorah.  In other places where 

standing is halachically mandated it is acceptable for 

one to lean on an object in such a way that if the 

object were to be removed the person would not 

fall.2 In other words, the person’s ‘standing’ is not 

reliant on the object, the object is just making it 

easier to stand.   When it comes to Kriyas HaTorah 

the ‘standing’ requirement obligates one not lean on 

anything in any manner at all.  The reason for this 

narrower definition of ‘standing’ is due to the fact 

that one has to be in a state of אימה (fear) during 

Kriyas HaTorah.  iIn order to accomplish this one 

must be standing without any leaning.  There are 

exceptions to this halacha.  The Mishna Berura3 

rules that a sick or elderly person who cannot stand 

may lean on something, preferably in a manner that 

if that object was removed the person would be able 

to stand.  If even this is not possible he may lean as 

much as he needs. 

The Mishna Berura adds that although one may lean 

in the above instances, one should be careful not to 

lean on the מפה (tablecloth) that is on the Shulchan 

because it is considered to be תשמישי קדושה 

(serves a dovor kadosh i.e. the sefer Torah) and one 

may not derive benefit from שמישי קדושהת .  This 

prohibition does not extend to the table that is 

underneath the tablecloth as the table does not 

come into direct contact with the sefer Torah.  It is 

therefore classified as a תשמיש דתשמיש, a 

secondary ‘support’ for a dovor kodosh and no 

restriction apply to it.  

It is interesting to note that in a different place the 

Mishna Berura4 rules that the table upon which the 
                                                           
1 The (slanted) table upon which the sefer Torah rests while being leined 
from. 
2 See סימן צד ס"ק כב regarding standing during shemone esrei. 
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sefer Torah is placed does have the status of 

 since sometimes the sefer Torah is תשמישי קדושה

placed upon it without a tablecloth.  The Sha’ar 

HaTziyun5 points out that even though this is not 

common nowadays, nonetheless since sometimes 

the tablecloth will come slightly off the table and the 

sefer Torah will be directly on the table, therefore it 

would, even today, have the status of  תשמישי

 This seems to be somewhat of a  .קדושה

contradiction to the Mishna Berura in our siman 

who does not mention this caveat regarding the 

Shulchan at all. 

The Rema6 points to the prevalent custom of people 

not being careful about deriving benefit from 

 The Rama attempts to justify this  .תשמישי קדושה

phenomenon by stating that since everyone does 

this and it is impossible to be careful all the time, it 

is as if a stipulation was made at the time that these 

objects were consecrated that people should be 

allowed to lean on and derive other benefits from 

them.  The Biur Halacha7 highlights the fact that this 

leniency only applies to those situations where it is 

impossible to be careful.  This would be a source for 

what we stated above that a sick or elderly person 

who cannot stand, may in fact lean even on the 

tablecloth. 

With regard to the plastic that is placed on top of 

the tablecloth, there are those who are lenient, 

allowing one to lean on it since it is placed there only 

in order to protect the tablecloth and not to ‘serve’ 

the sefer Torah.  The above leniency only applies to 

the plastic itself.8  יש לעיין (it requires further study) 

if one would be allowed to lean if the plastic is on 

top of the מפה (tablecloth) therefore when leaning 

on the plastic one will also be leaning on the 

tablecloth.   

 שם סעיף ח 6
 ד"ה "וא"א" 7
8 Another practical difference between the plastic and the tablecloth is 

that the plastic may be discarded like any other mundane object as 
opposed to the tablecloth which cannot. 



סעיף בסימן קמא   

Must the oleh lein the pesukim with the  

baal koreh? 

The Mechaber writes that two people should not 

lein simultaneously since two voices cannot be 

properly heard.  The oleh, however, should say in an 

undertone the pesukim with the bal koreh.  If the 

oleh does not say the pesukim along with the baal 

koreh his berachos are levatala.  There are many 

people who are not careful to do this.  Is there any 

justification for their custom? 

The Biur Halacha9 points out that the Rama seems 

to disagree with this Mechaber.  The Rama allows 

giving an Aliyah to a blind person even though he 

cannot read along with baal koreh.  It would appear 

that the Rama holds that even if the oleh just listens 

to the baal koreh thereby fulfilling his Aliyah through 

 his berachos are not levatala.  The Biur ,שומע כעונה

Halacha concludes that the Rama’s leniency only 

applies to a blind or illiterate person but one who 

can read along with the baal koreh is obligated to do 

so.   

The Beis Yosef brings his teacher, the  מהר"י אבוהב

 who wrote that some have reported that the ,ז"ל

Zohar HaKodosh says that only one person should 

lein.  He continues that if it does in fact say this in 

the Zohar then one should follow this opinion.  The 

Beis Yosef writes that he found where the Zohar 

says this and he quotes it.  The Beis Yosef rules in 

accordance with the Zohar stating that only the baal 

koreh should lein and the oleh should not lein along 

with him but should rather listen and utilize the 

principle of שומע כעונה. 

The Darchei Moshe responds that there is in fact no 

proof that the Zohar would not allow the oleh to 

read along with the baal koreh.  In the Zohar’s times 

there was no baal koreh and the oleh himself would 

lein.  The only situation where two people would be 

leining would be if two people would lein together 

out loud.  It could be that the Zohar would allow, in 

our times, the oleh to lein in an undertone with the 

baal koreh.  The Darchei Moshe points out that even 

if the Zohar would apply today, we do not push 

aside the poskim to accommodate the opinion of the 

Zohar. 

In conclusion, lechatchila one should definitely lein 

along with the baal koreh in an undertone.  But, 

based on the ruling of the Beis Yosef, we have a 

limud zechus for those people who are not careful 

to lein along with the baal koreh. 

_____________________ 

 סימן קמד

1.  It is praiseworthy for a tzibbur to lein the haftorah 

from a klaf. [Dirshu note 3] 

2.  One should not make the tzibbur wait while 

‘rolling’ the sefer Torah to the correct place, rather 

this should be done earlier. [MB 14] 

3.  Some poskim hold that two sifrei Torah are not 

needed for Parshas Shekalim since the parshas 

hashavua and parshas Shekalim are very close to 

each other10, others disagree. [Dirshu note 8]  

4.  One should not receive two consecutive11 aliyos 

from two sifrei Torah.12  For example, On Shabbos 

Rosh Chodesh the same person should not receive 

Shevii and Maftir.  If for some reason both aliyos 

must go to the same person, the first sefer Torah 

should be rolled to the place of the Maftir and then 

he may receive that Aliyah.  [Mechaber 4, MB 17] 

5.  If, on the way to the Bima, it was realized that the 

wrong sefer Torah was taken out it should not be 

returned to the Aron Kodesh.  However, if someone 

in the shul already ruled that it should be returned 

and overturning that ruling might lead to machlokes 

it may be returned. [Dirshu note 10 in the name of 

the Iggros Moshe (OC 2:37)] 

 סימן קמו

6.  It is forbidden to leave the shul when the sefer 

Torah is open.  This applies even if there are ten 

other people there and the person has already heard 

Kriyas HaTorah. [Mechaber 1, MB 1] 

7.  There is a dispute if the above applies to a person 

who enters the shul while a minyan leining and 

wishes to exit.  Rav Eliyashuv zt”l permits only if it is 

difficult for the person to remain inside until the 

Aliyah is over and they close the sefer Torah. [Dirshu 

note 1] 

Continued on back page 

                                                           
 ד"ה "לבטלה" 9
10 The issue with rolling the sefer Torah is that making the tzibbur wait 

shows a lack of respect for the tzibbur.  If there is minimal rolling 
required, the above would not apply.  

11 The Bach holds that this halacha applies even if someone else 
received an Aliyah in between, therefore no one from the seven olim on 

Shabbos can receive Maftir.  
12 As this gives the impression that a pesul was found in the first sefer 
Torah.  



The Weekly Chart 
 סימן קמג סעיף ד

Reading from a Sefer Torah that has a ‘mistake’ (see below for definition of ‘mistake’) 

Note: Sefer Torah is abbreviated as ST. 

 Mechaber Mordechai Rema 

What is considered 
a ‘mistake’  

Extra or missing even one letter, 
even if the letter is a 
maleh/chaser Vav or Yud (See 
MB 26 for examples) 
(MB 28). 

 
 

-N/A- 

Extra or missing even one 
letter, EXCEPT if the 
letter is a maleh/chaser 
Vav or Yud (See MB 26 
for examples) (MB 28) 

The mistake is 
discovered whilst 
reading at a 
location where 
normally allowed to 
stop13 and the Oleh 
has not yet made 
the bracha achrona 

Stop immediately and do not 
make a bracha achrona on the 
Pasul ST, start reading from the 
Kosher ST - without a bracha 
rishona - from the beginning of 
the pasuk which was interrupted 
(Dirshu 12) for three pesukim, 
then make a bracha achrona14. 
Remaining aliyos from Kosher ST 
with bracha rishona and achrona 
as normal.  
(MB 13, 17-19) 

Stop immediately and make a 
bracha achrona on the Pasul 
ST15. 
Then remaining aliyos are 
from the Kosher ST with 
bracha rishona and achrona as 
normal.  
(MB 13, 21-23) 

In this case, as per the 
Mordechai 
(MB 21-23) 

The mistake is 
discovered whilst 
reading at a 
location where 
normally NOT 
allowed to stop16 
and the Oleh has 
not yet made the 
bracha achrona 

Mechaber holds the same 
procedure as above.  

Say out loud the mistake 
without looking inside the 
Pasul ST and then continue 
reading from the Pasul ST 
until completed the reading 
and make a bracha achrona). 
Then remaining aliyos are 
from the Kosher ST with 
bracha rishona and achrona as 
normal.  
(MB 13) 
[Note: this Mordechai is only to be 
followed if this minhag is already 
established- Beiur Halacha s.v. ‘Im 
Nimtza’ and MB 23]. 

In this case, as per the 
Mechaber  
(MB 21-23) 

The mistake is 
discovered 
between aliyos and 
bracha achrona 
already made 

 
The aliyos that have already been read are counted bedieved and therefore it is just required 

to read from the Kosher ST for the remaining aliyos.  
(If possible, it is good to make up all of the aliyos in the Kosher ST).  

(MB 13, 16). 

The mistake is 
discovered after 
already finished all 
seven aliyos 

 
The reading is counted bedieved and they are not required to repeat.  

(MB 13, 14) 

What if ST is 
known to be pasul, 
however there is 
no other ST is 
available? 

Mechaber holds that even if 
have no other ST, still cannot 
read from a Pasul ST. The 
Acharonim support this view. 
See the footnote for two 
possible leniencies.17 (MB 29) 

 
 

-N/A- 

The Rema is lenient if there 
is no other ST, however the 
Acharonim rule stringently 
like the Mechaber. (MB 29) 

                                                           
13 Halachically, the Baal Koreh is allowed to stop anywhere as long as he has already read at least three pesukim, and he is currently not less three 
pesukim from either the beginning or the end of the paragraph (‘parsha’). Mechaber 138:1. 
14 The Mechaber holds that even though the aliyoh from the Pasul ST is not counted, nevertheless, the bracha rishona made on the Pasul ST is still 

valid even for the Kosher ST. The bracha acharona is left until after the reading of the Kosher ST which is the aliyoh that is counted (MB 13, 19). 
15 In contrast to the Mechaber (see previous footnote), the Mordechai holds that the aliyoh from the Pasul ST does count bedieved, therefore the 
bracha achrona is made straight away.  
16 Following on from the first footnote, halachically, the Baal Koreh is not allowed to stop if he has not yet read at least three pesukim, or he is currently 
less three pesukim from either the beginning or the end of the paragraph (‘parsha’). Mechaber 138:1. 
17 If already started to read from the ST, then found the mistake, and have no other ST, see MB 29 for the procedure.  If the mistake is not in the same 

Chumash (i.e. Sefer Bereishis, Sefer Shmos, Sefer Vayikra, Sefer Bamidbar, or Sefer Devarim) that is currently about to be read, the MB (31) is lenient, 
however in the Beiur Halacha (s.v. “Yesh”) he notes that this is questioned by some authorities. He concludes that that one should not protest against 
someone who is lenient in this case. 
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8.  One is allowed to leave the shul בין גברא לגברא 
(in between aliyos) once in a while.  One may not do 
so on a consistent basis. [Biur Halacha “aval”] 

9.  One may not talk, even divrei Torah, during 
Kriyas HaTorah.18 

10.  Talking in between aliyos is also prohibited lest 
one might not stop before commencing Kriyas 
HaTorah.  In between aliyos… 

 One should not discuss even Torah with 
another.19   
 

 One should not protest one who learns to 
himself.   
 

 One may issue a halachic ruling or wish ‘mazal 
tov’ to someone. [MB 6, Dirshu 6]      

  
 

The Weekly Shmiras HaLashon  
(Based on Sefer Chofetz Chaim – Dirshu edition) 

 The Chofetz Chayim writes (asin 7) that someone who 

talks Lashon Hara in a Beis Hamedrash or Beis 

Haknesses violates the positive commandment of 

‘umikdashi tira’u’ in addition to the serious prohibition of 

Lashon Hara. This mitzvah of mora mikdash (respecting 

our places of learning and davening) obligates us to take 

practical steps to preserve the cleanliness of the Shule 

one is davening or learning in. Rav Elyashiv is of the 

opinion that one who throws tissues, wrappers etc. on 

the floor of the Shule has violated the mitzvah of mora 

mikdash, as one wouldn’t think of throwing used tissues 

on the floor in his living room. It would follow that if one 

sees pieces of rubbish around the Shule and he goes and 

picks it up, he has fulfilled a mitzvah of mora mikdash. [If 

a person sees litter in Shule and is able to pick it up but 

fails to do so, he has somewhat neglected this mitzvah 

as well, R’ Chaim Kanievsky] (p. 99, note 37). 
 

 The Chofetz Chayim writes (asin 10) that someone who 

speaks Lashon Hara about his older brother has 

transgressed the mitzvah of kabed es avicha – which 

comes to include one’s older brother. The opinion of the 

Shvus Ya’akov is that this applies specifically to an older 

brother; there is no requirement to honour an older 

sister except for basic derech eretz towards anyone 

older than oneself. However, the Chida and the 

Chacham Tzvi both disagree and say that this mitzvah 

applies equally to an older brother and sister (p. 110, 

note 57). 

 

 It once occurred that there was a doctor who worked in a 

hospital and also had his own private practice. The doctor’s 

daughter worked in his private practice, and she noticed 

that her father was taking a lot of medical supplies from the 

hospital to be used in his practice without paying for them. 

May she inform the hospital about her father’s dishonest 

habits in order to prevent him from stealing? Rav Elyashiv 

is quoted as saying that the daughter must approach her 

father and say ‘father, you taught me that one is not 

allowed to steal, and [if you do not do teshuvah] I will 

have to inform the hospital administration about your 

behaviour’. This holds true even if the father might 

dismiss his daughter from her job (p. 110-111, note 59, 

see further there for the opinion of R’ Chaim Kanievsky). 

 

  The definition of Lashon Hara is saying anything about 

one’s friend that disgraces him (even without causing 

him damage) or that damages him (even without 

degrading him). If a person adds anything untrue to his 

story, he is guilty of a more severe issur called motzi 

shem ra. The Rama (OC 606:1) rules that one is not 

obligated to forgive another person that spoke motzi 

shem ra about him even when the offender asks his 

forgiveness. The Mishnah Berurah (ibid.) explains that 

not all who heard the original motzi shem ra have heard 

the wrongdoer ask for mechilah. Therefore, there is no 

obligation to be mochel. He does write, though, that it is 

considered proper (midas anavah) to forgive even in 

such a case (p. 141, note 8).  

                                                           
18 The Mogen Avroham rules that as soon as the sefer Torah is opened 
one may not talk.  The Mishna Berura brings this opinion while the 
Aruch HaShulchan (3) disagrees. 

19 The Aruch HaShulchan (3) permits discussing an ‘inyon katzar’ (a short 
exchange) especially today where there are lengthy ‘mishebeirachs’ in 
between the aliyos. 
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